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EduTech has compiled a list of higher ed IT influencers who are using quantitative tools to assist criminal justice practitioners in policy making for combating human trafficking networks.

The Transition Advisory Board met for the first time on November 5, 2020, to discuss the center’s strategic direction moving forward, to align its mission with the Department of Homeland Security’s mission, and to determine how CINA could best support the Department’s priorities, other government entities with potential common interests.

The On Hybrid course is open to all higher ed institutions, allowing them to introduce a broad gamut of topics regarding hybrid learning, and offering the opportunity to explore best practices, trends, and innovative solutions.

The Transition Advisory Board meeting provided a wealth of ideas, directions, and possible industry and commercialization paths.

To Support Research in Disrupting Human Trafficking Networks

CINA PI, David Maimon Recognized as Influential IT Educator

CINA Research Student Awarded Fellowship

Police? What You Never Knew About Gangs,
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DISTINGUISHED SPEAKER SERIES

Save the Date: CINA Distinguished Speaker Series - Spring 2021

Save the Date: CINA Distinguished Speaker Series - Winter 2020

Event Brief: “Social Outlaws: What Network Data Tells Us About Gangs” with Martin Reardon

Did you miss the last Distinguished Speaker Series?

Session Recap: "Transaction Laundering and the Facilitation of Cybercrime Through the Online Payment Ecosystem"
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